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PRESS RELEASE  

The Release
Butler Gallery: A Major New

Tourist Attraction Opens in

Kilkenny Tomorrow.

A new art museum and cultural heritage

site will open to the public in Kilkenny

tomorrow (Friday, 07.08.2020 ). Butler

Gallery, previously located at Kilkenny

Castle, has moved to Evans’ Home, on

John’s Quay, in the centre of Kilkenny

City. The move is part of a €6.3 million

redevelopment project of the historic site

and represents a significant new tourist

offering for Ireland’s Southeast. The new

museum, which expects to attract 76,000

visitors per annum, was officially launched

by Malcolm Noonan T.D., Minister of

State for Heritage and Electoral Reform, 

at a ceremony this morning.

The 10,000 sq ft building contains seven

collection galleries which will be used to

display the Butler Gallery Collection of

20th-century Irish art. In addition, there

is a large exhibition space that will feature

temporary exhibitions of contemporary

art. The museum sits on the monastic site

of St. John’s Priory and is surrounded by

walled gardens which have been

repurposed to accommodate an outdoor

sculpture garden, a children’s garden, a

wildflower garden and an exposition of

the site's archaeology. A café with

outdoor seating provides views over the

grounds.
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Speaking this morning (06.08.2020) at

the launch ceremony Malcolm

NoonanT.D., Minister of State for

Heritage and Electoral Reform,

remarked: 

"As a proud Kilkenny native, I am deeply

honoured to have formally opened the new

home of the Butler Gallery. Anna O' Sullivan,

her team and the gallery’s board have realised

a vision of collaborative and inclusive arts

through the careful conservation and

intervention on this fine space, to ensure that

the Butler Gallery will continue to flourish in

the heart of Kilkenny. This space will shine

bright at a time when light and hope are

needed."

The project has been two years in

construction and was developed by

McCullough Mulvin Architects. Their

previous projects include Printing House

Square, Trinity College and St. Mary’s

Medieval Mile Museum in Kilkenny.

Anna O’Sullivan, Butler Gallery Director,

believes that the new facility represents

one of the finest exhibition spaces in

Ireland:  

“The historic site at Evans’ home has been re-

imagined, with world-class facilities, as a

space for contemporary art and learning. This

is one of the most significant additions to

Ireland’s cultural and heritage portfolio of the

past decade. 

 

Apart from being a major free tourist

attraction,  for Ireland’s Southeast, the

museum will become an important cultural

hub for the people of Kilkenny.”

The project has been two years in

construction and was developed by

McCullough Mulvin Architects. Their

previous projects include Printing House

Square, Trinity College and St. Mary’s

Medieval Mile Museum in Kilkenny.

Anna O’Sullivan, Butler Gallery Director,

believes that the new facility represents

one of the finest exhibition spaces in

Ireland:  

The inaugural temporary exhibition in

the main gallery is by contemporary

photographer Amelia Stein. The

exhibition titled “The Bloods” is in

association with the Kilkenny Arts

Festival and features a series of 58 black

and white portraits documenting

members of the Irish defence forces. Also

on display are rarely seen works by artists

Paul Henry, Louis le Brocquy, Mainie

Jellett and Mary Swanzy. A wing of the

new museum is dedicated to the work of

renowned Kilkenny artists Tony and Jane

O’Malley.

Evans' Home was a 19th Century

almshouse established in trust by

philanthropist Joseph Evans in 1816 for
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the purpose of providing a home for out-

of-work domestic servants. Commenting

on the restoration work Cathaoirleach,

Cllr. Andrew McGuinness remarked: 

“I am extremely proud of the standard of

restoration projects that are provided in

Kilkenny to visitors interested in

understanding Kilkenny’s rich medieval

history. The elected members of Kilkenny

County Council can take additional pride in

having supported and part-funded this project

and to welcome this new addition to Ireland’s

Medieval Mile.” 

The project has been jointly funded by

Kilkenny County Council, the

Department of Culture, Heritage and the

Gaeltacht, and Fáilte Ireland. Speaking at

the launch of the new facility Orla

Carroll, Fáilte Ireland’s Head of Product

Development, remarked: 

“Innovation and investment are critical as the

tourism industry recovers and rebuilds.  As the

National Tourism Development Authority, we

invest in attractions that bring Ireland’s

visual arts and contemporary culture to life in

a way that is appealing to tourists. Butler’s

Gallery exemplifies innovation and Fáilte

Ireland is delighted to play its part in such a

significant investment. By relocating the

Gallery we believe this project will help spread

the benefits 

For further information, high-res

images for print or interviews contact:

John Kenny, CultureHead

Communications on  +353 1 254 2913 /

+353 86 070 0440 or email

john@culturehead.com
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of tourism further across the city, boosting

business in Kilkenny and across Ireland’s

Ancient East.” 

Speaking at the launch Colette Byrne,

Chief Executive with Kilkenny County

Council, remarked: “The opening of the

newly repurposed Evans’ Home, bringing a

new life to an old building, marks another

milestone in Kilkenny County Council’s

investment in our heritage. The Council

continues to lead by example in the protection

and repurposing of our heritage assets.”

Butler Gallery at Evans’ Home, John’s

Quay, Kilkenny. Open Tue-Sun 10 am -5

pm (open bank holiday Mondays) Free

Entry. See www.butlergallery.ie

 



The Butler Gallery is moving to a new

location after 44 years. The newly

repurposed Evans’ Home is the most

important addition to Ireland’s visual art

infrastructure since the opening of

VISUAL in Carlow in 2009. Anna

O’Sullivan, Director of the Butler

Gallery, who has spearheaded this

development, spoke to me about the

exciting move and the many challenges

involved. 

JC: Could you detail your efforts to

make the move to the Evans’ Home, a

former disused alms house?

Anna O’Sullivan: The journey to realise a

new home for the Butler Gallery has been

a long one. It has always been a long-term

goal of the executive and its board to

secure a permanent home for the gallery

and its collection.

 

 The Visual Artists' News
Sheet

Butler Gallery: On The Move. Interview with Jonathan Carroll



 

While the Butler Gallery had a great

experience in Kilkenny Castle for 44

years, there was never going to be space

to facilitate the hanging of our collection.

In 2004, a feasibility study was contracted

by Butler Gallery, Kilkenny County

Council and the Heritage Council to

consider different sites around Kilkenny

City. In 2005, I moved back to Ireland

after 23 years working in the arts in New

York City to take up my post as director. I

had input on the feasibility study before

it was delivered. Following a funding

application to the Department of Culture,

Heritage and the Gaeltacht, the Butler

Gallery was awarded €2 million. This

significant grant was our seed money and

calling card to raise further funds.In

2008, the Butler Gallery was given the

Evans’ Home by the local authority to

develop and relocate. This building is

located right in the centre of Kilkenny

City, behind the Carnegie Library, and

overlooks the River Nore. This move to a

building of great heritage value promises

to hugely increase our offer, allowing us

to expand our organisation’s output and

sustainability for the future. We will be

combining the histories and stories from

the Evans’ Home site, with the long and

rich history of the Butler Gallery. It is an

important milestone for Kilkenny that

this long-forgotten building is being

brought back to life and transformed into

a welcoming cultural space for the city’s

inhabitants and visitors to enjoy. 

Kilkenny County Council and the Butler

Gallery went through the process of

Public Procurement with 77 expressions

of interest and shortlisted seven

renowned architectural firms. The

highly-regarded McCullough Mulvin

Architects were appointed as Design

Team leaders in 2009. The firm

commenced design work and surveying

in 2010 and there followed quite a few

years of Part 8 Planning and two

archaeological digs. The project was

further delayed due to a change in

administration in both the Kilkenny

County Council and Fáilte Ireland. In

2017, the Council received a hard-won

grant of €1.14 million from Fáilte Ireland

towards the capital build. Various

companies tendered for the job, which

was eventually awarded to Mythen

Construction Ltd. Sod turning happened

in May 2018 and construction and

refurbishment began in June 2018 with

an opening date scheduled for 2020. A

further €3 million came from Kilkenny

County Council, without which this

project would never have been realised.

The Butler Gallery is in the midst of a

three-year Fundraising Plan to raise an

additional €250,000. We have raised

over €115,000 towards the fit-out of the

building and continue with our plan to

raise necessary funds for staffing and

programming into the future.



 

JC: I attended one of the fundraising

events where you auctioned artworks,

donated by artists with connections to

the Butler Gallery. Can you discuss the

initiative of including your ‘artist

alumni’ in your fundraising plans?

AO’S: The Butler Gallery has continually

sought to be a platform for presenting the

best of Irish art today and our artist

alumni have played an important part in

this development. We don’t exist without

the work of these artists, so I did a call out

to past exhibiting artists and those who

have had a strong association with the

gallery over the years, for some much-

needed help. We offered various

commission options to the artists in the

event of a sale, or to donate the work

outright to our New Build Fundraising

Campaign. I knew that this was going to

be a very special ask on our behalf and

was hugely gratified and moved by the

response and generosity of so many of

the artists we have worked with over the

years. Many of these artists would have

had their first major solo exhibition at the

Butler Gallery and were really supportive

in wanting to help out.I n 2019, we did a

September sale at Whyte’s Auctioneers in

Dublin and a November sale in Kilkenny

Castle and both proved of immense

assistance to our campaign. In addition,

we were successful in getting through to

the Tier 1 level of the RAISE initiative run

by the Arts Council of Ireland.

 Through this, we have gained a

Development Director for the first time

in our history. Rebecca Reynolds has

been with us since April 2019 and has

been a great addition to the team in

developing our fundraising and

marketing plans and activities, including

our corporate sponsorship outreach,

expanding our Friends Programme and

in helping us to develop a more robust

and sustainable earned income stream.

JC: The Butler Gallery is known for its

bespoke solo exhibitions which suited

the particularities of the space in the

medieval Kilkenny Castle, or as you

describe it on your website, “a

contemporary space within a non-

contemporary setting”. Now with the

move to a space ten times the size, what

curatorial challenges will you be faced

with?

AO’S: We continue to be a contemporary

space within a non-contemporary setting.

The overall building is 1,000m2 and the

Main Gallery for temporary exhibitions is

100m2 with a height of almost 6 metres.

We now have a separate Learning Centre

and Digital Gallery to facilitate our

additional programming needs. We have

seven galleries on the first floor which are

dedicated to highlighting works from our

collection of important 20th century

Irish art and The O’Malley Collection. 



 
We are honoured to have been entrusted

to caretake the artworks of Kilkenny-

born artist Tony O’Malley, donated to us

by his wife, Jane O’Malley. The extra

space reduces our challenges, in

accommodating our extensive

programme. The main gallery space can

be separated with four individual

moveable walls. This was something I

fought hard for from the start, as I

wanted this space to be as flexible as

possible for artists. I also wanted us to be

able to recreate some of the intimacy we

have had in the basement of Kilkenny

Castle. We will continue our Open

Submission process and hope to advertise

for exhibition slots in our 2022/23

programming before the end of the year.

JC: Can you mention the opening

exhibitions and any plans for

showcasing the permanent collection?

AO’S: Our opening exhibition is entitled

‘The Bloods’, by the renowned

photographer Amelia Stein, who has been

photographing the Defence Forces of

Ireland for several years, focusing on the

men and women of the James Stephens

Barracks here in Kilkenny. In addition,

this body of work pays tribute to one of

the Evans’ Home previous uses as a

military barracks. It will act as an

important opening exhibition for the

Butler Gallery and for the people of

Kilkenny. 

This exhibition is followed in late

October by our third collaboration with

Kilkenny-based Cartoon Saloon,

‘Wolfwalkers: The Exhibition’, based on

their new animated feature, which will be

released during this time. This interactive

and immersive exhibition will highlight

the strengths and messages of

the Wolfwalkers film, whose story is

based in medieval Kilkenny and includes

core working drawings and backgrounds.

We had two other exhibitions planned

for this opening year, but what with

delays in sign-off for getting into the

building and COVID-19 lockdown, they

have had to be postponed until 2021.The

Butler Gallery Collection has flourished

over the decades and reflects the broad

character of art collecting in Ireland since

the gallery’s establishment in 1943. The

Collection consists of artworks

purchased, donated or on long-term loan,

including work by Louis le Brocquy, Evie

Hone, Paul Henry, Mainie Jellett, Patrick

Scott and many more wonderful Irish

artists. Having a home for these works

and being able to rotate the collection in

seven galleries – four for the Butler

Gallery Collection and three for The

O’Malley Collection – is very exciting for

us. I know that our longstanding

supporters will be very keen to see the

collection in its new setting. Our first

collection exhibition will revisit beloved

favourites, showcase new acquisitions and

introduce new long-term loans. 



 
This selection reflects the broad character

of the collection itself and embraces a

variety of genres from painting, drawing

and printmaking, to photography and

media works.

JC: Do you have plans for the grounds

that surround the Evans’ Home?

AO’S: We are fortunate to have such great

outdoor space and the gardens will play a

significant role for the gallery, especially

in our current COVID-19 scenario. We

have an archaeology garden, a sculpture

garden, a children’s garden, a wildflower

garden and a small orchard for visitors to

explore. The garden as a whole follows a

simple, elegant, bee-friendly scheme and

all the planting will become established

over the coming months. With its

outdoor seating area, our café offers

visitors a place to enjoy views of medieval

St John’s Priory at their leisure. From the

first-floor windows of Butler Gallery you

can see the iconic landmarks of medieval

Kilkenny: Kilkenny Castle, the Medieval

Mile Museum at the former St Mary’s

Church and the burgage plots of the

merchant city. The sculpture garden

includes works by Janet Mullarney, Alan

Counihan and Ani Mollereau. This

garden will be ever-evolving, with

additional sculptural works added over

time. 

So, as you can see, there are lots of plans

afoot, with Butler Gallery offering

something for everyone with an interest

in the arts and heritage.

Jonathan Carroll is an independent

curator based in Dublin. 

Anna O’Sullivan is Director of the Butler

Gallery.butlergallery.ie



Perched on the monastic site of St John's

Priory, the museum is surrounded by

walled gardens which have undergone the

royal treatment and have been

repurposed to accommodate an outdoor

sculpture garden, a children’s garden, a

wildflower garden and an exposition of

the site's archaeology - the perfect spot

for a wander when the sun shines.

Foodies will also be kept most happy with

the onsite café. Complete with outdoor

seating and some of the best views of the

grounds.

 Two years in the making, Anna

O’Sullivan, Butler Gallery Director, is

confident that the new location is one of 

A new art museum and cultural heritage

site has opened in Kilkenny this morning.

Housed in Evans' Home on John's Quay,

Butler Gallery has made the move there

from its previous location at Kilkenny

Castle. 

Part of a €6million redevelopment

project of the historic site, it's described as

a "significant new tourist offering for Ireland's

Southeast".

Expecting to attract 76,000 visitors a year,

the building is sure to be a hit with art

aficionados as it contains seven collection

galleries which will all be used to display

the Butler Gallery Collection of 20th-

century Irish art. 

 



the finest exhibition spaces in Ireland.

Speaking ahead of its opening tomorrow

she commented:

"The historic site at Evans’ home has been re-

imagined, with world-class facilities, as a

space for contemporary art and learning. This

is one of the most significant additions to

Ireland’s cultural and heritage portfolio of the

past decade. Apart from being a major free

tourist attraction, for Ireland’s Southeast, the

museum will become an important cultural

hub for the people of Kilkenny."  

Now open to the public, call in to the

Butler Gallery art museum from Tuesday

to Sunday 10am to 5pm. 



 

Sue Nunn chats to Butler Galley
Director Anna O'Sullivan. 

Listen Here

https://kclr96fm.com/the-way-it-is-friday-24th-july-2020/


Alice McManus from Kilkenny and Fionn, the battalion mascot for the 3rd

infantry Battalion Kilkenny, at the opening of the Butler Gallery at Evans'

Home, on John's Quay, in the centre of Kilkenny City. The move is part of a

€6.3M redevelopment project of the site and represents a significant new tourist

offering for Ireland's Southeast which expects to attract 76,000 visitors per

annum.

 

 

 Pictured: John Paul Phelan TD (left)
Cllr Andrew McGuinness, Heritage

Minister Malcolm Noonan and John
McGuinness at the opening of the

Butler Gallery



A new art museum and cultural heritage

site will open to the public in Kilkenny on

Friday (August 7).Butler Gallery, previously

located at Kilkenny Castle, has moved to

Evans’ Home, on John’s Quay, in the centre

of Kilkenny City. The move is part of a €6

million redevelopment project of the

historic site and represents a significant

new tourist offering for Ireland’s Southeast.

A wing of the museum is dedicated to the

work of renowned Kilkenny artists Tony

and Jane O’Malley. 

The 10,000 square feet building contains

seven collection galleries which will be used

to display the Butler Gallery Collection of

20th-century Irish art. 

In addition, there is a large exhibition space

that will feature temporary exhibitions of

contemporary art. The museum sits on the

monastic site of St John’s Priory and is

surrounded by walled gardens which have

been repurposed to accommodate an

outdoor sculpture garden, a children’s

garden, a wildflower garden and an

exposition of the site's archaeology. A café

with outdoor seating provides views over St

John’s Priory.

Anna O’Sullivan, Butler Gallery Director,

believes the new facility will play a central

role in the cultural life of the city:  

A New Art Museum 
Opens this Friday



The historic site at Evans’ home has been

re-imagined with world-class facilities as a

space for contemporary art and learning. In

addition to being a major free tourist

attraction for Ireland’s Southeast, the

museum will become an important cultural

hub for the people of Kilkenny.” 

The project has been jointly funded by

Kilkenny County Council, the Department

of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht, and

Fáilte Ireland. Colette Byrne, Chief

Executive with Kilkenny County Council,

remarked: “The opening of the newly

repurposed Evans’ Home, bringing a new

life to an old building, marks another

milestone in Kilkenny County Council’s

investment in our heritage. The Council

continues to lead by example in the

protection and repurposing of our heritage

assets.” 

The project has been two years in

construction and was developed by

McCullough Mulvin Architects. Their

previous projects include Printing House

Square, Trinity College and St. Mary’s

Medieval Mile Museum in Kilkenny.

Discussing the restoration work

Cathaoirleach, Cllr. Andrew McGuinness

remarked: “I am extremely proud of the

standard of restoration projects that are

provided in Kilkenny to visitors interested

in understanding Kilkenny’s rich medieval

history. The elected members of Kilkenny

County Council can take additional pride in

having supported and part-funded this 

project and to welcome this new addition to

Ireland’s Medieval Mile.” 

Evans' Home was a 19th Century almshouse

established in trust by philanthropist

Joseph Evans in 1816 for the purpose of

providing a home for out-of-work

domestic servants. Commenting on the

opening of the site to the public, Cllr. John

Coonan, Mayor of Kilkenny Municipal

District remarked: “Kilkenny is renowned

as a location where Arts and Crafts flourish.

It gives me great pleasure in my year as

Mayor to see this heritage site which has

been largely hidden from view opened up

as a high-quality conservation project and

the new home of the Butler Gallery. It is an

exceptional achievement and

congratulations to all involved and I wish

Butler Gallery every good wish in its new

home.” 

The inaugural temporary exhibition in the

main gallery is by contemporary

photographer Amelia Stein. The exhibition

titled “The Bloods” is in association with the

Kilkenny Arts Festival and features a series

of 58 black and white portraits

documenting members of the Irish defence

forces based at James Stephens Barracks in

Kilkenny. Also on display is the Butler

Gallery Collection of important Irish Art

including rarely seen works by Paul Henry,

Louis le Brocquy, Mainie Jellett and Mary

Swanzy.  For more see

www.butlergallery.ie



Butler Gallery - The Bloods 

Kilkenny city officially gets a new museum. The Butler Gallery will relocate to

John's Quay. The opening exhibition comes courtesy of one of Ireland's leading

photographers, Amelia Stein. The Bloods is a photographic celebration of members

of the Irish defence forces. Anna O'Sullivan, director of Butler Gallery and Amelia

Stein chat to Kay Sheehy.

Listen Here

Rebecca Reynolds explains why this week is a big one for Butler Gallery.

Sharon Quinn of Muse Coffee and Food is looking forward to the opening of the

gallery, where she is based.

Listen Here

https://kclr96fm.com/kclr-live-tuesday-4-august-full-show/


AMELIA STEIN’S THE BLOODS, AT

THE NEW BUTLER GALLERY IN

KILKENNY, SHOWS THE MEN AND

WOMEN OF THE DEFENCE FORCES

IN ALL THEIR GUISES

Unless you’re caught off-guard, or have

someone handy to wrap your arms

around, one of the problems of a posed

portrait is what to do with your hands. 

Some photographers recommend

crossing your arms. Others suggest

holding an imaginary euro coin.

The more generous of them give you

one. This problem clearly goes out the

window if you have a gun.In Amelia

Stein’s powerful portraits of members of

the Defence Forces from the 3 Inf Bn

(which is how they like to write it, but

spells out as Third Infantry Battalion),

guns, books, swords and a dog are among

the items held. The exhibition’s title, The

Bloods, is a nickname for the battalion,

and the show inaugurates the new home

for Kilkenny’s Butler Gallery. 

 



It is also the culmination of five years’ work

by the Dublin and Mayo-based

photographer.

The 58 uniformed figures include snipers,

veterans, a chef, piper, platoon

commander, mountaineering instructor,

camogie player, and an international soccer

player. There is also a nuclear, biological

and chemical specialist. “During the early

days of Covid, people were re-evaluating

roles in society,” says Stein. “Nurses,

supermarket shelf stackers, and many of

the so-called small trades, all became

essential workers, people vital to the

process of maintaining some form of new

normal.” The army are a key part of that.

Stein’s project began when she went to

Kilkenny with her partner, the artist Mick

O’Dea, who spent three years as artist-in-

residence at the Kilkenny Arts Festival.“I

was the accidental tourist,” she says, smiling

at the thought. Part of that tourism was a

tour of the Kilkenny Barracks, where O’Dea

was working on his painting project. “We

walked into a handball alley, and it was like

a lightbulb moment for me.”

In the works in the Butler, the handball

alley becomes a uniform backdrop for the

men and women in uniform. I wonder what

it’s like to photograph in that context. How

different is it? “Those guys are all trained

for ceremonial duty,” says Stein. “You see

them when they initially arrive: they’re

handing in their clothes, putting on a

uniform, learning how to stand, how to 

march, how to work as a team.”Maybe it’s a

hangover from the tedium of my own

school uniform, or maybe it’s the deeper

anxiety that news images from around the

world engender: of men and women in

uniform acting to enforce oppressive and

frequently violent rule; but I generally find

uniforms troubling. In Stein’s suite of works

it is somehow different. Perhaps that is

because armies are not the same the world

over, and the Irish Defence Forces are

viewed differently, as an aid to civil society,

not contra (as we’re seeing in some parts of

the US just now). Maybe the way we view

our armies reflects the relationship of state

and people at any given time. As a neutral

country with a functioning democracy, the

army’s role is to support, protect, keep the

peace. It is also ceremonial.Ceremonial and

supportive it may be, but it is also deadly

serious. Stein describes witnessing “the act

of being aware of your body when you put

on that uniform. Of knowing that you

represent your country – you wear that

uniform with pride. We are renowned for

our army’s contributions to the UN. They

are highly respected, highly trained.

Maybe,” she pauses to think, “maybe we, as

civilians, don’t understand how complex

that is. “When I went in,” she continues, “I

knew nothing, I thought they were just

‘lads’. But you meet these people who have

lived extraordinary lives, had extraordinary

experiences, and have taken on the mantle

of the responsibility of their profession.

And they’re doing their masters in this,

their doctorate in that.



The army can take you where you want to

achieve personally.”

It also makes for very good subjects for

photographs: the ceremonial training helps,

these guys know how to stand. Working

with a manual Hasselblad camera, every

shot is vital. “Film is expensive,” explains

Stein, going on to describe how working

with film slows everything down.“It’s a

really interesting way to work. I have the

digital equipment now, but there’s nothing

like the deliberateness of opening the back

of the camera, winding the film on, setting

the exposure. There’s a phrase: ‘don’t think

on film’; you want to take just one photo,

and you want to take the correct one. So

you focus your mind first. And if it’s not

correct, don’t push the button.”Stein

describes how her subjects would come in

through a door at the back of the handball

alley, and outside, everyone would line up

to be shot. We laugh at the turn of phrase.

In fact, Stein laughs frequently, and our

conversation is peppered with her saying

something great, and then telling me: “don’t

write that!” as if her evident and utter

seriousness about her work might be

diminished by her wit.“You need to

surround yourself with people who have

the same intensity about black-and-white

photography, about deliberate work. In

these days of social media, that’s what really

interests me, that subtle use of black and

white.” Stein is incredibly serious, but her

wit is a part of the power of her work: not in

the sense of it as humour, but as humanity. 

 In the gallery, the walls are hung with

images of people in uniform, but it is the

people one sees first. The variety, not the

uniformity. The portraits also represent the

diversity of Irish society. Different ages,

shades of faces, men and women. “You

can’t be what you can’t see,” says Stein,

passionate about the need to show women

role models, to make visible their options.

“When you see a woman with a clipboard,

do you think she’s a secretary or the head

of department?”Our conversation moves on

to inspirations and connections, about what

it takes to make work, and about the

serendipities that can help to realise

projects. In this case, that includes the

opening of the new Butler Gallery. She talks

about travelling to find new things, about

working with Guillaume Geneste to create

her silver gelatin prints in Paris, and

with Dominic Turner in Dublin for her

archival pigment prints.“We eat from the

same plate,” she says of her colleagues and

collaborators. “The black-and-white

obsession. We all play the same minority

sport. It’s hard to explain to people, you’re

constantly evolving how you express the

image shot on film. It’s a journey of

learning how to look at things.”Amelia

Stein’s The Bloods is presented in

association with Kilkenny Arts Festival at

the Butler Gallery, August 7th to October

11th.



 

NEW SPACES: KILKENNY EVAN’S

HOME

Highly respected, but incredibly tricky to

install work in, the spaces of the Butler

Gallery’s old home in Kilkenny Castle are a

world away from the new McCullough

Mulvin-designed galleries at the historic

Evan’s Home, just a stone’s throw away. “I

loved the Butler Gallery’s spaces,” agrees

director Anna O’Sullivan, “but this is

allowing me to dream.

”People don’t always realise how strongly

architecture inflects how we see an

individual work or exhibition. We’re

standing in the main gallery, which is in the

new part of the complex. After the

entrance, a coffee shop and gift shop lead

through a corridor to open to a gallery that

is 100sq m, with a lofty ceiling height of just

under six metres. The compression-release

thing that good architects revel in, provides

the “Wow” that those who design

contemporary galleries also so love.

With the hum of a team getting everything

ready for opening day, the acoustics are

tricky. The height and hard surfaces create

resonances and echoes that will need to be

dampened down for sound works, but

there’s not much a curator such as

O’Sullivan can’t solve. After all, she has

brought internationally renowned artists

and exhibitions to the four small rooms of

the old Butler – and triumphed.

“The size of contemporary art dictates the

space these days,” she says, telling me of

her plans to bring huge video works

by Richard Mosse to the gallery in August

of next year, which wouldn’t have been

possible in the castle. But then she goes

back to recall how the four spaces at the old

Butler could allow artists to punctuate their

work.We continue to the older part of the

building, in the beautifully managed

renovation. There is an exhibition of works

by Tony O’Malley and Jane O’Malley,

including a beautifully gentle work by Jane,

showing the husband and wife artists

sipping coffee at their Kilkenny home,

accompanied by a black cat, and

surrounded by flowers. Elsewhere, works

from the collection add a lovely play on

new and old, such as the witty pairing of

pieces by Mainie Jellett and Aideen Barry.

“I think Mainie Jellett would have

appreciated that,” says O’Sullivan.Outside,

works by Alan Counihan and the late Janet

Mullarney are the beginnings of a sculpture

garden.They are also part of Connected, a

new craft trail of over 30 works, that runs

throughout Kilkenny city. Meanwhile,

another gallery is adding to Kilkenny’s art

sites. The Kilfane Glebe House Studio (open

Friday to Sunday, and by appointment,

until August 30th) in Thomastown is

housed in the former studio of artist

Hughie O’Donoghue. Occasionally a

wedding venue, it transmogrifies as a

fantastic gallery. The exhibition, 6, features

work by Mary Ann Gelly, Sinéad

Lucey, Paul Mosse, Sheila Naughton, Eric

Phillips and Lorenzo Tonti.



WHY: Butler Gallery, previously located at Kilkenny Castle, has moved to Evans’

Home, on John’s Quay, in the centre of Kilkenny City and opened last week after two

years in construction. The new museum and cultural heritage site sits on the monastic

site of St John’s Priory and is surrounded by walled gardens, in addition to those

dedicated to sculpture, wildflowers and archaeology. Inside, meanwhile, there

are seven collection galleries which will be used to display the Butler Gallery

Collection of 20th-century Irish art, and one wing is dedicated to the work of

renowned Kilkenny artists Tony and Jane O’Malley. The inaugural temporary

exhibition in the main gallery is by contemporary photographer Amelia Stein. The

exhibition titled “The Bloods” features a series of black and white portraits

documenting members of the Irish defence forces. Also on display are rarely seen

works by artists Paul Henry, Louis le Brocquy, Mainie Jellett and Mary Swanzy. With

free admission, don’t leave without visiting the café with outdoor seating with views

over the grounds; www.butlergallery.ie."

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnT73tCMkSQ


Butler Gallery, previously located at Kilkenny Castle, has moved to Evans' Home, on  John's

Quay, in the centre of Kilkenny City. The move is part of a €6.3M redevelopment project of

the historic site, and represents a significant new tourist offering for Ireland's South East. The

inaugural temporary exhibition in the main gallery is by acclaimed photographer Amelia

Stein. The exhibition titled The Bloods is in association with the Kilkenny Arts Festival and

features a series of 58 black and white portraits documenting members of the Irish defence

forces.

A wing of the new museum is dedicated to the work of renowned Kilkenny artists Tony and

Jane O'Malley. Also on display are rarely seen works by artists Paul Henry, Louis le Brocquy,

Mainie Jellett and Mary Swanzy. 

Find out more about Butler Gallery Kilkenny here.

 RTE CULTURE:
 Kilkenny's New Art Gallery



Kilkenny’s Butler Gallery breaks from

castle basement home writes Turtle

Bunbury.

A world in lockdown can be a dreary

place. At such times, it is the duty of the

arts to bring inspiration and good cheer

to the people. So all hail Butler Gallery in

Kilkenny City which, nearly 80 years

after its initial hatching, is boldly

reopening its doors in a shimmering

new-but-ancient venue on the east side of

Ireland’s medieval capital.

Opened to the public at the beginning of

August, the new gallery is probably the

biggest addition to rural Ireland’s cultural

portfolio since the VISUAL Centre for

Contemporary Art and the George

Bernard Shaw Theatre opened in Carlow

in 2009.

The origins of Butler Gallery are rooted

in another global crisis. Its genesis was an

exhibition of contemporary art and

pottery held in Kilkenny in the early

years of the second World War, aka the 

 



Emergency. The 1942 event was hosted by

the newly formed Society for the

Encouragement of Art in Kilkenny (SEAK)

and centred on pottery by Peter Brennan

and a collection of vigorous “city” and

“country” watercolours by society co-

founders George and Helen Pennefather.

The critic RR Figgis was especially

impressed by the “masterly treatment and

good colour sense” of the Pennefathers’

“interesting and experimental” work.

The event generated such an enthusiastic

response that in 1943 the Pennefathers

offered their collection as a permanent

exhibition. This coincided with the rebirth

of SEAK as the Kilkenny Art Gallery Society

(KAGS), with 49 members, each of whom

contributed 10 shillings. The society

stuttered uncertainly through the 1950s and

seemed destined to fade away until 1963

when Susan (Peggy) Butler became its

secretary.

Assisted by Stanley Mosse and his

daughter-in-law, Susan Mosse, she set

about a radical overhaul of the operation.

Key to this was a close relationship with

the Arts Council of Ireland, which has

provided invaluable financial and moral

support to the society ever since. 

Peggy Butler, who was the first chair of

Kilkenny Arts Week, had trained as a

painter at the Regent Street Polytechnic in

London but did not pursue a career as an

artist.

She was arts correspondent for the

Kilkenny People for many years and an

occasional art critic for The Irish Times.

She also provided much encouragement to

other artists. When she died in 1996, aged

91, her obituary in this

newspaper described her as “responsible

more than any other person since the mid-

century for the development and

appreciation of the arts in Kilkenny”. Her

legacy is also to be found at

Annaghmakerrig, her family home in Co

Monaghan, which she persuaded her

brother, the theatrical director Tyrone

Guthrie, to gift to the nation as a workplace

for creative artists, now the Tyrone Guthrie

Centre.

In 1976, the KAGS collection found a

permanent home in the subterranean

kitchen wing of Kilkenny Castle. It was duly

named Butler Gallery in honour of Peggy

and her husband, the celebrated

essayist Hubert Butler. The name was also a

good fit for another reason. Kilkenny has

been a Butler family stronghold since 1391

when James Butler, Earl of Ormonde,

purchased the old Norman castle that was

to be their power base for the next five

centuries.

Butler Gallery remained in the basement of

that very castle for 44 years. As an arts

space, it was never anything less than

atmospheric, drawing upwards of 50,000

visitors annually. Given its location directly

beneath one of Ireland’s busiest tourist

attractions, those who attended its 



pioneering exhibitions included plenty of

accidental tourists alongside the

purposefully striding art connoisseurs.

Anna O’Sullivan has been the director of

Butler Gallery since 2005 and has 23 years

of experience on New York’s art scene,

latterly at the Robert Miller Gallery, a

contemporary art specialist in Manhattan.

In the 15 years since her arrival in Kilkenny,

she has curated a steady flow of innovative,

well-received exhibitions and increased

Butler Gallery’s eclectic collection via gift

and purchase, as well as semi-permanent

loan.No matter how big a castle is, its

dungeons are always going to be

claustrophobic. And indeed, there is

something deeply invigorating about the

manner in which Butler Gallery now finds

itself sprawled upon the eastern banks of

the river Nore.The new incarnation is in

Evans’ Home, a historic alms house on

John’s Quay, which was acquired for this

purpose 12 years ago. The epic saga of this

building commenced in the 13th century

when it formed part of an extensive

Augustinian priory, founded by the famous

knight William Marshal. The priory was

known as the “Lantern of Ireland” on

account of the number and size of its

stained-glass windows.

The priory was suppressed during Henry

VIII’s Reformation. It doubled as a hospital

for Oliver Cromwell’s forces when he

captured the city in 1650. Following the

defeat of the Jacobites in the 1690s, the 

priory was rebuilt as an infantry barracks.

And so it remained for most of the

Georgian age until 1818 when Joseph

Evans converted it into an alms house. It

was specifically designed to provide

accommodation and sustenance to

“servants”, 12 men and 12 women, who had

lost their jobs in the economic depression

that followed the end of the Napoleonic

Wars. In the last century, part of the

building was used as a book repository by

the neighbouring Carnegie Library.

The military provenance of Evans’ Home is

reflected in Butler Gallery’s inaugural

exhibition, namely The Bloods, Amelia

Stein’s photographic study of the men and

women of the Defence Forces from nearby

James Stephens Barracks in Kilkenny.

Taking place in the double-height gallery,

this will be followed by a collaboration with

Kilkenny-based Cartoon Saloon entitled

Wolfwalkers: The Exhibition, based on the

upcoming feature from the four-time

Oscar nominated studio.

The main H-shaped alms house is home to

the permanent collection, as well as an

important bequest from the estate of Callan

artist Tony O’Malley, which was donated by

his wife artist Jane O’Malley. The gallery

also includes a gift from the estate of Seán

and Rosemarie Mulcahy. Blessed with

beautifully proportioned rooms, the alms

house overlooks a walled garden that has

been reconceived as a sequence of spaces,

gardens and passages, including further 



galleries, a café, a sculpture garden, a

sensory garden and an ingenious geometric

ramp that serves as a seating space for

outdoor performances.

The conversion was carried out by

McCullough Mulvin Architects who have

created a space with varying qualities of

light and finish, giving a strong sense of

freshness that serves the best interests of

the art within and without.As an arts space,

the diminutive gallery at Kilkenny Castle

always punched above its weight. However,

the vitality that was inevitably enclosed

within its underground seams is now at ease

to roam in a space 10 times the size of the

castle cellars.

Although it may no longer have such a

readymade congregation as it did at its

former stronghold, the new venue will

provide its own magnetism and draw

visitors across the usefully placed Lady

Desart Bridge (pedestrian and cyclists only)

to this dynamic cultural hub by John’s

Quay, opening up yet another chapter in

the history of this versatile city.

This space also fulfils the dream that has

fired so many of Kilkenny’s creative souls

since 1943 and it will assuredly be integral

for the generations of artists to come as we

inch towards the middle decades of the 21st

century.

butlergallery.ie



DEIRDRE FALVEY Wed, Aug 19,

2020. It was always going to be a

significant year for Kilkenny, with Butler

Gallery finally moving to its new location

at Evans’ Home on John’s Quay after a €6

million redevelopment of the historic

site. With 929 sq m (10,000 sq ft) and

walled gardens, it’s not just a splendid

(and free) gallery in a beautifully restored

building, but a great addition to

Kilkenny’s public amenities.On the site of

the 13th century St John’s Priory,

Kilkenny County Council bought the

former disused alms house for retired

servants (1818-1968) from the Evans’

Trust in 1997, later investing €3 million in

the project, along with €2 million from

Department of Culture, Heritage and the

Gaeltacht and Fáilte Ireland’s €1.135

million. McCullough Mulvin Architects’

restoration – occasional glass insets

interrupting the original, pentimenti in

each room revealing the layers of past

lives within the walls – is striking and

sensitive.Director Anna O’Sullivan is

delighted the new Butler finally has seven

galleries for its collection, which has been

long in storage, of 20th century Irish art

including Paul Henry, Louis le Brocquy,

Mainie Jellett and Mary Swanzy. It also

has a wing for work by Kilkenny artists 

Tony and Jane O’Malley, education

rooms, a lovely café extending into the

gardens and a large double-height space

for temporary exhibitions.

 

DEIRDRE FALVEY Wed, Aug 05, 2020.

 

"The new Butler Gallery location at

Evans’ Home opens from August 6th. It

includes a landmark new exhibition, The

Bloods, by photographer Amelia Stein –

a portrait and visual inventory of

members of the Defence Forces based in

James Stephens Barracks, Kilkenny. Also

at the new Butler is an installation

presentation of Sam Perkins’ hypnotic

music and movement in the film Grey

Area by Niall O’Byrne and Sam Curtin,

capturing the rhythms and colours of

skateboarding to a soundtrack recorded

by Crash Ensemble."
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